Series 8: Chilocco Indian School Records

AMD 173 (previously CHL 1)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters Received from the Office of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs

-These three volumes contain letters from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs or Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs and others in the Office of Indian Affairs to the Superintendent of Chilocco Indian School concerning employee, pupil, financial, and other affairs of the school.

- Volume 1: May 29, 1896-Feb. 14, 1900
- Volume 2: Nov. 15, 1899-July 10, 1901
- Volume 3: Aug. 1, 1901-Apr. 16, 1902

AMD 174 (previously CHL 2)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters Received from the Office of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs

-These three volumes contain letters from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs or Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs and others in the Office of Indian Affairs to the Superintendent of Chilocco Indian School concerning employee, pupil, financial, and other affairs of the school.

- Volume 4: Apr. 17, 1902-July 8, 1903
- Volume 5: July 17, 1903-Oct. 31, 1904

AMD 175 (previously CHL 3)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters Sent by the Superintendent

- Volume 6: Nov. 14, 1898-Apr. 27, 1899
  - This letterpress volume contains letters sent by the Superintendent to families of students, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, merchants, railroad agents and others concerning the whereabouts and well-being of students, construction of campus buildings, deaths, measles and smallpox epidemics and other matters.
  - There is an index. Page 495 is missing.
- Volume 7: May 1, 1899-Sep. 9, 1899
  - This letterpress volume contains letters from the Superintendent to the families of students, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, merchants, railroad agents and others
concerning runaways, deaths and sickness among the pupils, financial records, and other matters.

- Volume 8: Dec. 11, 1899-Mar. 30, 1900
  - This letterpress contains letters sent by the Superintendent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, members of Congress, merchants and others concerning runaways, epidemics, financial records, and other matters.
  - There is no index. Page 189 is missing.

AMD 176 (previously CHL 4)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters Sent by the Superintendent

- Volume 9: Aug. 24, 1900-Dec. 17, 1900
  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the school Superintendent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, members of Congress, governors, families of students, merchants and others concerning financial affairs, runaways, student progress reports, and other matters.
  - Pages 102, 185-187, 249, and 436 are missing.

- Volume 10: Dec. 17, 1900-June 3, 1901
  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters from the school Superintendent to United States Senators, governors, merchants, families of students, and others concerning financial records, student progress reports, inquiries regarding annuity, land lease and grass payments, runaway students, and other matters.
  - Pages 296 and 297 are added between pages 345 and 346.

- Volume 11: Sep. 9, 1901-Jan. 22, 1903
  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters from the school Superintendent to government officials and others concerning requests for expenditure of funds, transfer, promotion and dismissal of staff members, need to rehabilitate campus buildings and other matters.
  - Pages 354-364 and 500 are missing.

AMD 177 (previously CHL 5)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters Sent by the Superintendent

- Volume 12: May 6, 1902-July 17, 1902
  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the Superintendent to government officials, cattlemen, editors, merchants, railway officials and others
concerning prospective students, bids for supplies, a history of the school and other matters.

- Pages 1-20 are missing.

- **Volume 13: June 9, 1902-Dec. 31, 1902**
  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, United States Marshalls, Indian Agents, merchants and others concerning supply orders, letters of inquiry from other school superintendents, and other matters.
  - Page 205 is missing.

- **Volume 14: July 17, 1902-Oct. 1, 1902**
  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters from the school Superintendent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, other agents and Superintendents, families of students, merchants, railway agents and others concerning student recruitment, arrests of runaway students, personnel transfers, orders for supplies, transportation arrangements for pupils and other matters.
  - There is no index.

**AMD 178 (previously CHL 6)**

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters Sent by the Superintendent

- **Volume 15: Oct. 29, 1902-Mar. 4, 1903**
  - This letterpress volume contains letters sent by the school Superintendent to other superintendents and Indian Agents, families of students, merchants, state government officials and others concerning progress reports on individual students, runaways, orders for supplies, instructions of staff members and other matters.
  - There is no index.
  - Pages 2 and 326 are missing.

- **Volume 16: Dec. 29, 1902-Apr. 23, 1903**
  - This letterpress volume contains letters sent by the school Superintendent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, other federal officials, members of Congress, merchants and others concerning prospective students, orders for supplies, sale of livestock and other matters.
  - There is no index. Pages 46, 85, 137, 171, 299, and 318 are missing.

- **Volume 17: Mar. 4, 1903-July 29, 1903**
  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the Assistant Superintendent to government officials, railway agents and others concerning student recruitment, illness and injuries among the pupils, football games, employment of staff members, orders for supplies, and other matters.
  - Pages 139, 359, and 372 are missing.
AMD 179 (previously CHL 7)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters Sent by the Superintendent

- **Volume 18: Apr. 22, 1903-July 31, 1903**
  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the school Superintendent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, other government officials, families of students and others concerning employment of staff, supply orders, the World’s Fair of 1904 and other matters.
  - Pages 19, 24, 201, 355, and 406-408 are missing.

- **Volume 19: July 31, 1903-Oct. 2, 1903**
  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the school Superintendent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Indian agents, members of Congress, families of students and others concerning student recruitment, reports on the progress of pupils, livestock, the World’s Fair of 1904 and other matters.
  - There is an index. Page 495 is missing.

- **Volume 20: Sep. 29, 1903-Oct. 8, 1904**
  - This letterpress volume contains letters sent by Assistant Superintendents Rudolph and Lipps to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Indian Agents, and others concerning student recruitment, employment inquiries, the World’s Fair of 1904, school menus, and other matters.
  - There is an index. Pages 56-58 are missing.

AMD 180 (previously CHL 8)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters Sent by the Superintendent

  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the school Superintendent to state and county government officials, Indian agents and others concerning student recruitment, football and baseball teams, the 1904 World’s Fair at St. Louis and other matters.
  - There is an index.

  - This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the school Superintendent to Indian agents, Superintendents of other Indian schools, merchants and others concerning student recruitment, employees, poultry and livestock, the 1904 World’s Fair and other matters.
  - There is no index.

- **Volume 23: Mar. 30, 1904-Dec. 19, 1904**
This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the school Superintendent to federal officials, merchants, manufacturers, students on vacation and others concerning student recruitment, orders for supplies, the 1904 World’s Fair and other matters.

There is no index. Pages 496-498 are missing.

AMD 181 (previously CHL 9)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters Sent by the Superintendent

♦ Volume 24: Apr. 30, 1904-Dec. 27, 1904
  o This letterpress volume contains copies of telegrams sent by the school Superintendent and his Assistant to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Indian agents and others chiefly concerning the 1904 World’s Fair.

♦ Volume 25: Oct. 10, 1904-Feb. 18, 1905
  o This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the Assistant Superintendent to families of pupils, potential students, railway agents, sheriffs and others concerning lease money, orders for supplies, student recruitment, runaways, student vandalism, and other matters.
  o There is no index.

♦ Volume 26: Nov. 1, 1902-Sep. 4, 1907
  o This letterpress volume contains letters sent by the school Superintendent to railway agents, merchants and suppliers concerning student transportation, orders for supplies and equipment and inquiries about employment.
  o Pages 357, 403-404, and 479-480.

♦ Volume 27: Feb. 6, 1903-May 10, 1905
  o This letterpress volume contains letters from the school Superintendent to state university officials, high school coaches and sports equipment manufacturers concerning athlete recruitment, schedule of football games, gate receipts and other matters.
  o Pages 201, 403, 434-440, and 495-496 are missing.

AMD 182 (previously CHL 10)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters Sent by the Superintendent

♦ Volume 28: May 12, 1903-Apr. 8, 1904
  o This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the school Superintendent to Indian agents, other school superintendents, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Chief
Joseph of the Nez Perce, and others concerning activities at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition opening in St. Louis in 1904.

- There is an index. Pages 391-395 are missing.

**Volume 29: Dec. 13, 1904-Apr. 11, 1907**

- This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the school Superintendent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Indian agents and school superintendents, suppliers, and others concerning expenses incurred at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition and other matters.
  - Page 2 is missing.

**Volume 30: Feb. 15, 1905-Apr. 3, 1905**

- This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the school Superintendent to publishers, suppliers and other Indian School Superintendents concerning the sale of advertisements to be placed in the “Indian School Journal” a Chilocco publication.

**Volume 31: Feb. 16, 1905-Sep. 13, 1905**

- This letterpress volume contains copies of letters sent by the school Superintendent to the Chilocco faculty and other employees and to the student body concerning rules, regulations and directives affecting the school and its operation.

**Volume 32: Apr. 14, 1905-Apr. 20, 1906**

- This letterpress volume contains letters from the school Superintendent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs concerning construction of campus buildings, requests to admit overaged students, personnel issues, questions on land leases and sales and other matters.
  - Pages 226-233 and 453 are missing.

---

**AMD 183 (previously CHL 11)**

Chilocco Indian School Records: Student Enrollment, Accounts, and Attendance Records, Undated and Feb. 27, 1884-July 18, 1903

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: Undated**
  - This file contains enrollment records showing the name, age, parentage, tribe, residence and degree of blood of students applying for admission to the school.

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: Sep. 2, 1892-Jan. 1, 1895**
  - This volume contains rolls of students attending the school listing name, age, tribe, and date enrolled.
    - There is an index. Pages 171-174 are missing.

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: June 26, 1900-Dec. 30, 1902**
  - Contained in this file are letters and correspondence concerning applications for enrollment at Chilocco. Applications include the student’s name, age, parentage, tribal affiliation, residence, and blood degree.
- **Chilocco-Enrollment: June 15, 1902-July 18, 1903**
  - This volume contains financial records of individual students showing the expenditure of funds held in trust by the school officials.
  - Pages 197-200 are missing.

**AMD 184 (previously CHL 12)**

- **Chilocco Indian School Records: Enrollment: Jan. 2, 1903-Dec. 31, 1905**

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: Jan. 2, 1903-Dec. 31, 1905**
  - This roll contains letters and correspondence relating to enrollment of students at Chilocco. Included are applications of the student which contains the student’s name, age, tribal affiliation, parentage, residence and blood degree. In some cases, medical histories of the students are included.

**AMD 185 (previously CHL 13)**

- **Chilocco Indian School Records: Enrollment Records**

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: Jan. 1, 1906-Oct. 31, 1907**
  - This roll contains letters and correspondence relating to enrollment of students at the Chilocco Indian School. Included are applications of the student which contains the student’s name, age, tribal affiliation, parentage, residence and blood degree. In some cases, medical histories of the student are included.

**AMD 186 (previously CHL 14)**

- **Chilocco Indian School Records: Enrollment and Attendance Records, Nov. 1, 1907-Feb. 21, 1915**

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: Nov. 1, 1907-June 30, 1908**
  - This file contains letters and correspondence pertaining to enrollment of students at Chilocco Indian School. Included are applications of the student listing the student’s name, age, tribal affiliation, parentage, residence and blood degree.

- **Chilocco-Attendance Records: July 1, 1908-Feb. 21, 1915**
  - This volume is a record of daily attendance of pupils at Chilocco detailing the number of boys and girls present, absent, or deserted. Also included are the names of students admitted and dropped during a given month.
There is no index.

**AMD 187 (previously CHL 15)**

Chilocco Indian School Records: Enrollment Records, Jan. 4, 1910-Apr. 29, 1911

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: Jan. 4, 1910-Apr. 29, 1911**
  - This roll contains correspondence relating to enrollment of students at Chilocco Indian School. Included are applications of the student containing student’s name, age, tribal affiliation, parentage, residence, and blood degree. In some cases, medical histories of the students are included.

**AMD 188 (previously CHL 16)**

Chilocco Indian School Records: Enrollment Records: May 3, 1911-Mar. 25, 1912

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: May 3, 1911-Mar. 25, 1912**
  - This file contains correspondence concerning application for enrollment at Chilocco Indian School. Applications include name, age, tribal affiliation, parentage, blood degree and residence of student.
  - Also contained is a descriptive report of the students in attendance for the school year ending in June. The list contains the name of the student, tribe, year entered and when term expires, school attended prior to Chilocco, name of parent and residence.

**AMD 189 (previously CHL 17)**

Chilocco Indian School Records: Enrollment Records, Apr. 2, 1912-June 30, 1913

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: Apr. 2, 1912-June 30, 1913**
  - This file contains correspondence concerning application for enrollment at Chilocco Indian School. Applications include name, age, tribal affiliation, parentage, blood degree and residence of student.

**AMD 190 (previously CHL 18)**

Chilocco Indian School Records: Enrollment Records, July 1, 1913-Aug. 15, 1914

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: July 1, 1913-Aug. 15, 1914**
This file contains correspondence concerning application for enrollment at Chilocco Indian School. Applications include name, age, tribal affiliation, parentage, blood degree and residence of student.

AMD 191 (previously CHL 19)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Enrollment, Student Activities, Graduation, and Letters from Ex-Students, Undated and Sep. 30, 1893-May 21, 1935

- **Chilocco-Enrollment: Aug. 16, 1914-Dec. 28, 1923**
  - Contained in this file are letters sent and received pertaining to enrolling students at Chilocco Indian School. Applications include students name, age, sex, tribal affiliation, parentage, residence, and blood degree.
- **Chilocco-Classification of Students: Sep. 30, 1893-May 31, 1896**
  - This file contains quarterly classification forms and statistical reports on students in the first through fifth grades at Chilocco.
- **Chilocco-Students Discharged: Aug. 2, 1902-June 30, 1918**
  - This file contains letters sent and received by the school Superintendent concerning students whose terms had expired or those who had been expelled with reasons given for the dismissals.
- **Chilocco-Students Expelled: Sep. 23, 1903-Aug. 16, 1912**
  - Contained in this file are letters received concerning certain students who have been expelled from Chilocco and/or other government schools for various infractions.
- **Chilocco-Graduation: Undated and June 15, 1901-May 21, 1935**
  - This file contains letters sent and received concerning invitations to various dignitaries to the commencement exercises at Chilocco. In some instances, there are lists of the students who are graduating.
- **Chilocco-Letters from Ex-Students: Undated and Aug. 15, 1900-Apr. 29, 1914**
  - This file contains letters sent and received concerning activities of former students who had graduated from Chilocco.

AMD 192 (previously CHL 20)

Chilocco Indian School Records: Letters from Parents to Children, Undated and Oct. 9, 1899-Dec. 26, 1908

- **Chilocco-Letters from Parents to Children: Undated and Oct. 9, 1899-Dec. 26, 1908**
  - This roll contains letters sent and received concerning inquiries of parents as to the health and well-being of their children while attending Chilocco.

- **Chilocco-Letters from Parents to Children: Jan. 11, 1909-July 17, 1916**
  - This roll contains letters sent and received concerning inquiries of parents as to the health and well-being of their children while attending Chilocco.

- **Chilocco-Complaints of Students: Undated and June 14, 1903-Oct. 31, 1911**
  - This file contains letters sent and received concerning mostly rumors of ill treatment from either school staff or fellow students. Some letters are from parents asking about general conditions of the school.

- **Chilocco-Activities of Ex-Students: Undated and Jan. 9, 1904-Sep. 28, 1914**

- **Chilocco-Alumni Association: Apr. 20, 1911-Feb. 21, 1913**
  - This file contains lists of graduates from 1894-1909 with the exception of 1899, listing name of graduate, tribal affiliation and year of graduation. Also included are meetings of the organization concerning plans for alumni activities.

- **Chilocco-Carlisle Indian School: Undated and Oct. 1, 1900-Sep. 1, 1914; 1917**
  - Letters sent and received concerning students requesting transfer from either Carlisle or Chilocco, general correspondence pertaining to educational matters and a copy of the 1917 Carlisle yearbook.

- **Chilocco-Haskell Institute: Sep. 10, 1900-Feb. 8, 1923**
  - Letters sent and received concerning transfer of students and matters of operation of each institution.

- **Chilocco-Vital Statistics**

- **Chilocco-Births: Jan. 23, 1905-June 10, 1907**
  - This file contains letters received from former students to the Superintendent of Chilocco announcing the birth of children, giving the name of the parents and in some cases, the date of birth of the child.

- **Chilocco-Deaths: Sep. 30, 1901-Oct. 8, 1926**
  - This file contains letters sent and received concerning the announcement of student and employee deaths and in some cases, deaths of relatives of students. There is included a list of faculty at Chilocco for the year 1911.

- **Chilocco-Divorce: Jan. 11, 1905-Mar. 14, 1908**
  - This file contains letters received addressed to the Superintendent of Chilocco with regard to former students going through divorce proceedings asking the Superintendent to act as a character witness.

- **Chilocco-Estates: Mar. 25, 1903-Jan. 7, 1912**
  - This file contains letters sent and received concerning matters of estates of current and former students at Chilocco and the deposition of those estates.

- **Chilocco-Guardianship: Apr. 29, 1902-Feb. 12, 1914**
This file contains letters sent and received with regards to appointment of guardians for students while attending Chillico in order to oversee their personal affairs while in attendance at that institution.

- **Chillico-Marriage: Aug. 4, 1904-Sep. 8, 1911**
  - This file contains letters received by the Superintendent of Chilocco School from former students who are planning to or already have married.

- **Chilocco-Wills: Feb. 14, 1913**
  - This file contains a copy of a Congressional act regulating the approval of wills of Native Americans.

**AMD 193 (previously CHL 22)**

Chilocco Indian School Records: Aug. 27, 1904-Sep. 30, 1904

- **Miscellaneous Records: Aug. 27, 1904-Sep. 30, 1904**
  - This roll of microfilm was made in 2006. There is no description available.
National Archives Microfilm of American Indian Schools

National Archives 7RA Series

National Archives Roll 7RA61

Federal Archives and Records Center – Fort Worth, TX – Records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Group 75: Records of Chilocco Indian School – Records Relating to Students, Registers of Pupils, 1884-1908

- Chilocco Record of Pupils – Volume 1: 1884-1891
- Chilocco Record of Pupils – Volume 2: 1896-1897
- Chilocco Record of Pupils – Volume 3: 1897-1898
- Chilocco Record of Pupils – Volume 4: 1901
- Chilocco Record of Pupils – Volume 5: 1901-1903
- Chilocco Record of Pupils – Volume 6: 1904
- Chilocco Record of Pupils – Volume 7: 1906-1908
National Archives M595 Series

National Archives Roll M595.12

The National Archives – National Archives and Records Service – General Services Administration – Washington – Indian Census Rolls, 1885-1940: Bloomfield Seminary, 1924 and California Special, 1907-1911

- Bloomfield Seminary: 1924
- California Special: 1907-1911
  - “California Special” is a file heading used for records concerning the several agencies and schools in California. See also Bishop, Campo, Digger, Fort Bidwell, Fort Yuma, Greenville, Hoopa Valley, Malki, Mission Tule River, Pala, Round Valley, Sacramento, San Jacinto, Soboba, and Tule River.
- Santa Ysabel Agency, California – Census of the Mesa Grand Band of Diegueno Mission Indians: June 30, 1907
- Santa Ysabel Agency, California – Census of the Guyapayia (Mission or Capitan Grande): June 30, 1907
- Santa Ysabel Agency, California – Census of the Los Coyotes Band, including San Ysedro and San Ignacio: June 30, 1907
- Santa Ysabel Agency, California – Census of the Volcan: June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the Cahuilla Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the Morongo Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians (Palm Springs): June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians: June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the Santa Rosa Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the Santa Ynez Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the Agua Dulce Village of Torres Reservation: June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians: June 30, 1907
- San Jacinto Agency, California – Census of the Tule River Tribe: June 30, 1907
- Cahuilla School, California – Census of the Cahuilla Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1908
- Cahuilla School, California – Census of the Santa Rosa Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1908
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Campo Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1908
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the La Posta Band of Mission Indians June 30, 1908
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Manzanita Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1908
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Kumeyaay (Cuyapaipe): June 30, 1908
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Pechanga Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1908
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Pala Band of Mission Indians, Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians, and San Felipe: June 30, 1908
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the La Jolla Band of Luiseno Indians, Potrero, and La Piche: June 30, 1908
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Luiseno Mission: June 30, 1908
- Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation: June 30, 1908
- Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the San Pasqual Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1908
- Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the Inaja-Cosmit Band of Indians June 30, 1908
- Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the Los Coyotes Band, including San Ysedro and San Ignacio: June 30, 1908
- Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the Capitan Grande, including Los Conejos: June 30, 1908
- Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the Santa Ysabel Band of Mission Indians (Volcan): June 30, 1908
- Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the Mesa Grand Band of Diegueno Mission Indians: June 30, 1908
- Census of the Tule River Tribe: June 30, 1908
- Cahuilla Agency, California – Census of the Santa Rosa Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1909
- Cahuilla Agency, California – Census of the Cahuilla Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1909
- Capitan Grande Agency, California – Census of the Cahuilla Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1909
- Capitan Grande Agency, California – Census of the Los Conejos Mission: June 24, 1909
- Capitan Grande Agency, California – Census of the Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation: June 26, 1909
- Capitan Grande Agency, California – Census of the Capitan Grande: June 30, 1909
- Jackson, California – Census of the Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians (Digger): June 30, 1909
- La Jolla Agency, California – Census of the Mission: July 1, 1909
- Mesa Grande Agency, California – Census of the Santa Ysabel Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1909
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1909
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Pauma/Yuima Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1909
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Campo Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1909
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the La Posta Band of Mission Indians June 30, 1909
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Manzanita Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1909
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Kumeyaay (Cuyapaipe): June 30, 1909
- Pechanga Indian School, California – Census of the Pechanga Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1909
- Census of the Tule River Tribe: June 30, 1909
Volcan Indian School, California – Census of the Santa Ysabel Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1909
Volcan Indian School, California – Census of the Las Coyotes Band, including San Ysredo and San Ignacio: June 30, 1909
Volcan Indian School, California – Census of the Inaja-Cosmit Band of Indians June 30, 1909
Cahuilla Agency, California – Census of the Santa Rosa Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1910
Cahuilla Agency, California – Census of the Cahuilla Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1910
Capitan Grande Agency, California – Census of the Los Conejos Mission: June 30, 1910
Capitan Grande Agency, California – Census of the Capitan Grande: June 18, 1910
Capita Grande Agency, California – Census of the Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation: June 30, 1910
Jackson, California – Census of the Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians (Digger): June 30, 1910
Fort Bidwell Agency, California – Census of the Paiute, Pit River, and Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians (Digger): June 30, 1910
Hoopa Valley Agency, California – Census of the Hoopa: June 30, 1910
Hoopa Valley Agency, California – Census of the Lower Klamath River: Nov. 8, 1910
La Jolla Agency, California – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1910
Census Report of Malki (or Morongo) Indians: Dec. 6, 1910
  o List of Headmen of the Morongo Band or Village or Mission Indians residing on the Malki Indian Reservation near Banning, California.
Malki Agency – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1910
Martinez Agency, California – Census of the Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians: June 30, 1910
Martinez Agency, California – Census of the Augustine Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1910
Martinez Agency, California – Census of the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1910
Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the Santa Ysabel Band of Mission Indians and Mesa Grande Reserve: June 30, 1910
Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the San Pasqual Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1910
Pala Agency, California – Census of the Pauma/Yuima Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1910
Pechanga Agency, California – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1910
Census of the Rincon Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1910
Census of the Concow: June 30, 1910
Census of the Pit River and Nomelacki: June 30, 1910
Census of the Little Lake and Redwood Reservation: June 30, 1910
Census of the Yuki and Wailaki: June 30, 1910
Soboba Agency, California – Census of the San Jacinto: June 30, 1910
Soboba Agency, California – Census of the Santa Ynez Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1910
Census of the Tule River Tribe: June 30, 1910
Volcan Indian School, California – Census of the Santa Ysabel Band of Mission Indians (Volcan): June 30, 1910
Volcan Indian School, California – Census of the Los Coyotes Band: June 30, 1910
- Volcan Indian School, California – Census of the Inaja-Cosmit Band of Indians: June 30, 1910
- Cahuilla Agency, California – Census of the Santa Rosa Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1911
- Cahuilla Agency, California – Census of the Santa Rosa Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1911
- Manzinata Agency, California – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1911
- Quaipaipe Agency, California – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1911
- Laguna Agency, California – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1911
- Campo Agency, California – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1911
- Capitan Grande Agency, California – Census of the Los Conejos: June 30, 1911
- Capitan Grande Agency, California – Census of the Capitan Grande: June 30, 1911
- Capitan Grande Agency, California – Census of the Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation: June 30, 1911
- Digger Agency, California – Census of the Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians (Digger): June 30, 1911
- Fort Bidwell Agency, California – Census of the Paiute: June 30, 1911
- Fort Bidwell Agency, California – Census of the Tuolumne Band of Me-Wuk Indians (Digger): June 30, 1911
- Fort Bidwell Agency, California – Census of the Pit River: June 30, 1911
- Hoopa Valley Agency, California – Census of the Hoopa: June 30, 1911
- Hoopa Valley Agency, California – Census of the Klamath River Tribes: June 30, 1911
- Hooper Valley Agency, California – Census of the Lower Klamath River Tribes: June 30, 1911
- Malki Agency, California – Census of the Morongo Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1911
- Malki Agency, California – Census of the San Manuel Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1911
- Malki Agency, California – Census of the Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians (Palm Springs): June 30, 1911
- Malki Agency, California – Census of the Mission Creek: June 30, 1911
- Martinez Agency, California – Census of the Augustine Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1911
- Martinez Agency, California – Census of the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1911
- Martinez Agency, California – Census of the Torres-Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians: June 30, 1911
- Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the San Pasqual Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1911
- Mesa Grande School, California – Census of the Santa Ysabel Band of Mission Indians and Mesa Grande: June 30, 1911
- Rincon Agency, California – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1911
- La Jolla Agency, California – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1911
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Pauma/Yuima Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1911
- Pala Agency, California – Census of the Mission (Pala): June 30, 1911
- Pechanga Agency, California – Census of the Mission: June 30, 1911
- Census of the Concow: June 30, 1911
- Census of the Pit River and Nomelacki: June 30, 1911
- Census of the Little Lake and Redwood: June 30, 1911
- Census of the Yuki and Wailaki: June 30, 1911
- Census of the Laytonville: June 30, 1911
- Census of the Sherwood Valley Rancheria: June 30, 1911
- Soboba Agency, California – Census of the San Jacinto: June 30, 1911
- Soboba Agency, California – Census of the Santa Ynez Band of Mission Indians: June 30, 1911
- Census of the Tule River Tribe: June 30, 1911
- Volcan Indian School, California – Census of the Los Coyotes: June 30, 1911
- Volcan Indian School, California – Census of the Santa Ysabel Band of Mission Indians (Volcan): June 30, 1911
- Volcan Indian School, California – Census of the Inaja-Cosmit Band of Indians June 30, 1911